Potholes cost billions of dollars annually in road and collision repairs. Once a pothole appears, it becomes a never-ending problem for public and private transportation departments, insurance companies, and the driving public at large! American Road Patch™ has collaborated with the leading manufacturers of asphalt, polymers and fiber reinforcements to produce a patented pothole and utility cut repair product.

**Who Benefits:**
- Public Works Departments
- DOT’s
- Road Maintenance Contractors
- Commercial/Retail
- Commercial Paving Companies
- Airports
- Property Management

**Applications:**
- Pothole Repair
- Man-hole surround sealing
- Repair of uneven bridge joints
- Asphalt crack sealing & preservation
- Utility-cut sealing
- Low spot fill-in repairs
- Seals alligatored asphalt
- Concrete crack sealing & preservation

www.BrockWhite.com
Installation Instructions
Repair site must be clean and dry for patch to adhere properly.

1. Remove loose material from repair site. Fill and seal intersection cracks around repair. Fill area with hot or cold asphalt fill mix.

2. Compact fill mix. The material should be compacted so that the surface of the fill is level or slightly above the surface of the roadway.

3. Clean area of dust, debris, salts or oils. Dry completely. If ambient temp is below 75˚F, either apply propane torch to surface and heat or apply approved primer.

4. Cut patch to extend beyond repair area by 4" on all sides. If 2 or more pieces are required to cover the area, a min. of 3" overlap is required.

5. Peel the release film - apply to prepared area. Tamp or roll to bond patch to clean, dry pavement. Patch should be exposed to traffic immediately.